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Renin-angiotensin system (RAS) blockade has been
associated with improved outcomes in numerous
disease states, including reduced mortality in congestive heart failure (CHF), hypertension, and diabetes
(1,2). RAS blockade remains central to the management of both cardiovascular disease and CKD, particularly diabetic CKD. For patients with hypertension
and CKD complicated by albuminuria, RAS blockade
is recommended as ﬁrst-line therapy to control BP and
slow disease progression (3). The management of RAS
blockade in patients who are hospitalized remains a topic
of ongoing research. Topics of continued controversy
include continuation of RAS blockade in the perioperative setting, timely discontinuation of RAS blockade before cardiac surgery or cardiac catheterization,
and the timing of either initiation or resumption of
previously prescribed RAS blockade after AKI, a common dilemma in the hospitalized setting (Figure 1) (4,5).
Patients who develop AKI are at high risk for subsequent CKD, cardiovascular disease, and mortality. Further, the risks of mortality and CKD progression may
increase with recurrent AKI episodes (6). The use of
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE-I) or
angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB) to prevent or slow
the progression of CKD after AKI often competes with
the concern for recurrent AKI. Given these concerns,
therefore, Hsu et al. (7) investigate the critically
important question of recurrent AKI risk with RAS
blockade. They used data from the Kaiser Permanente
healthcare delivery system to explore these associations in patients who notably did not have prior heart
failure and who were not exposed to either ACE-I or
ARB therapy up to 5 years before their index hospitalization. Despite these exclusions, the authors observed 47% of patients either had a documented eGFR
,60 ml/min per 1.73 m2 or proteinuria before index
hospitalization. In total, 18% of the 10,242 patients in
their ﬁnal analytic population were initiated on RAS
blockade. They observed a recurrent AKI rate of 5.7 per
100 person-years in patients while receiving RAS
blockade compared with 6.1 per 100 person-years in
patients while not receiving RAS blockade. This difference was non-signiﬁcant after adjustment for timedependent confounders and time-varying ACE-I/ARB
use (adjusted odds ratio, 0.71; 95% CI, 0.45 to 1.12).
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Although initiation of RAS blockade can lead to an
acute decrease in GFR, recent studies suggest that the
reduction in GFR seen with RAS blockade does not
reﬂect true tubular injury (8). From a mechanistic standpoint, the relatively greater vasodilation of efferent
arterioles over afferent arterioles due to RAS blockade
leads to reduced intraglomerular pressure, subsequent
decreased glomerular ﬁltration, and impaired capacity
for autoregulation of GFR (9). This impaired autoregulation makes the kidney prone to GFR decrements
associated with minor physiologic and hemodynamic
insults such as reduction in BP or volume depletion.
However, the accompanying improvement in tubular
blood ﬂow and oxygenation increases the proximal
tubule’s ability to combat ischemic and nephrotoxic
insults and reduces progression of tubulointerstitial
ﬁbrosis. Indeed, participants in the Systolic Blood
Pressure Intervention Trial who were randomized to
the intensive BP arm had reductions in GFR due to lower
achieved BP, but these participants did not have
elevated levels of tubular-injury biomarkers compared with those in the standard arm (8). Therefore,
we argue that providers should distinguish true AKI
with intrinsic tubular injury from hemodynamic
“AKI” attributed to RAS blockade, in which a rise in
serum creatinine does not reﬂect true kidney damage.
This study offers signiﬁcant contributions to the
literature of RAS blockade in the setting of AKI and
beneﬁts from rigorous study design. Based on the results
of this study, a signiﬁcant proportion of patients admitted to the hospital can initiate RAS blockade after AKI
without a signiﬁcantly increased risk of recurrent
AKI. Another strength of the study is the use of an
integrated healthcare delivery system for more complete covariate measurement and outcome ascertainment in follow-up, with robustness in the measurement
of medical comorbidities, for example, using both
hospitalization codes, outpatient diagnosis codes, and
prescription information. Further, the authors’ use of
time-updated marginal structural modeling allows
for a less biased estimate of the effect of ACE-I/ARB
use on recurrent AKI risk.
The exclusion of patients with prevalent CHF from
entry into this study requires further discussion. The
authors describe the reasoning for their choice to exclude
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Admission
Baseline use of RAS blockade:
• Never, prior, or current use
• Indications for use

Hospital course
Considerations for RAS
blockade:
• Development of AKI
• Intrinsic vs.
hemodynamic
• RAS blockade continuation:
• Peri-operative
• CHF
• CKD w/ albuminuria
• Diabetic CKD
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Post-discharge
Outcomes with RAS blockade:
• Benefits:
• Improved mortality
• Slower CKD progression
• Improved HTN control
• Risks:
• Hyperkalemia
• Admissions for elevated
serum creatinine

Figure 1. | RAS blockade in patients before, during, and after hospitalization. CHF, congestive heart failure; HTN, hypertension; RAS, reninangiotensin system.

patients with a diagnosis of CHF from their study population,
stating that removal of these patients may reduce confounding
by indication, because a prior study by Brar et al. (10)
demonstrate an increased risk of CHF at 6 months.
Further, Hsu et al. highlight that the results of this study
are not generalizable to the heart-failure population,
although this may not be clinically signiﬁcant because
the reinitiation of ACE-I/ARB in patients with heart
failure is less difﬁcult of a decision than the use of ACE-I/
ARB for kidney diseases. However, a large subset of
patients with AKI in the hospital have a diagnosis of CHF,
and providers continue to struggle with optimal timing of
initiation of RAS blockade in these patients. Additionally,
heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) and
heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) represent very different disease phenotypes. Although the use of
ACE-I or ARB therapy is a class-1 recommendation in
HFrEF to reduce morbidity and mortality, the use of ACE-I
or ARB in HFpEF remains a class-2a recommendation in
HFpEF for the control of hypertension predominantly (11).
We agree that the use of RAS blockade in patients with CHF,
especially in HFrEF, should not be limited simply due to a rise
in serum creatinine in the absence of other reasons for AKI.
One important question that this study does not address
is the reinitiation of RAS blockade after AKI. Notably,
patients who have been receiving ACE-I/ARB therapy
within 5 years of index hospitalization were excluded from
this study. These individuals likely represent a large
proportion of the patients who are regularly seen in the
hospital, and about whom providers often struggle with
the reinitiation of ACE-I/ARB therapy after AKI. In the
study by Brar et al., new use of ACE-I/ARB therapy after
AKI was associated with an increased risk of hospitalization for kidney diseases (adjusted hazard ratio, 1.32; 95%
CI, 1.03 to 1.69), as was resumption of prior ACE-I/ARB
therapy (adjusted hazard ratio, 1.34; 95% CI, 1.16 to 1.55)
compared with nonusers. Notably, however, both of these
groups were found to have a lower risk of mortality
compared with nonusers. Future studies are needed to
continue to move this research forward, investigating the
optimal timing of RAS blockade initiation, the potential
differences in outcomes based on prior RAS blockade use,
and the potential differences in outcomes based on diagnosis of CHF.
In recent years, studies evaluating the association of RAS
blockade with kidney outcomes after AKI have been limited

by generalizability concerns (only evaluating patients in the
setting of the intensive care unit) and by AKI diagnosis
(using discharge codes and not laboratory measures of
serum creatinine). Additionally, the current literature
investigating kidney outcomes after RAS blockade consists primarily of observational studies and post hoc analyses
of prospective studies and clinical trials. To answer the
question of RAS blockade and subsequent kidney outcomes
after AKI, potential future studies can include clinical trials
with random assignment to RAS blockade versus alternative therapies and more precise, biomarker-driven assessments of tubular health to conﬁrm the lack of intrinsic injury
to proximal tubular cells.
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See related article, “Renin-Angiotensin System Blockade after
Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) and Risk of Recurrent AKI,” on pages
26–34.

